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WHO

WE

ARE

Lazlo’s Brewery & Grill was born with a bang when we opened as
Nebraska’s first brewpub in 1991. Patrons flocked to Lincoln’s Historic
Haymarket District to experience our creative comfort food served
with a contemporary flair. Fast forward over 30 years later, and Lazlo’s
from-scratch cooking, handcrafted ales and teamwork approach to
service is still in hot demand.

...seriously unique
As creators, we embrace the unordiary, the maverick, the off-thewall, rock ‘n roll way of life. We look to the late American chef Anthony
Bourdain as connoisseurs in the kitchen. Our contemporary flair is
inspired by fellow creators Hunter S. Thompson and Ralph Steadman’s
iconic rebellion from the status quo. Together, these influences are what
make us who we are today.
We exist to exceed customer expectations with our premium ingredients,
from-scratch recipes and outstanding service. Exceeding expectations
also means staying on the cusp of the restaurant industry, whether it
be growing our own food or implementing a self-sanitizing dining room.
Whatever we choose to do, we do it our own way. Following the pack has
never been our style.
We also exist to make our community and the environment a better
place. This looks like many things—event participation, adopting a host
of charities, using environmentally friendly supplies, and even designing
our physical restaurants sustainably. When we’re passionate about
something, there is no half-effort. We go all in.
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instagram
@lazlosbreweryandgrill

twitter
@lazlosbrewgrill

facebook
@lazlos.haymarket
@lazlos.south
@lazlos.omaha

linkedin
@company/lazlo-s-brewery-and-grill
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brand identity

positioning

&

Purpose / Positioning Statement
Creative comfort food is our passion.
Unique, flavorful beer is our tradition.
Exceeding expectations is our mission.

Brand Values

1. Great food. Nebraska brew.
2. Seriously unique.
3. Premium ingredients.
4. From-scratch recipes.
5. Outstanding service.
6. Environmental responsibility.

Our positioning statement reflects our brand values in multiple ways:
1) Creative comfort food – This ties into both our creator persona and our value of only using from-scratch recipes. We make the comfort food
everyone loves with superior methods that no one else uses.
2) Unique beer tradition – This embodies the “be seriously unique” and “premium ingredients” brand values. It’s no wonder that our in-house brewery,
Empyrean Brewing Co®, has expanded into many states.
3) Exceeding expectations – This hits the “outstanding service” value on the nose. We’re able to achieve that great service by training our servers
extensively – it’s an integral part of our culture and who we are.
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lazlo’s

laws
These are the principles on which we
were founded, the “hows” behind our
purpose statement. Everything we do is
driven by those three things: food, beer
and exceeding expectations.
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LOGO
Lazlo’s logo, BLACK; Lazlo’s logo, white
Use these logos for minor communications only (brochures, posters, etc.) and
choose between them depending on the context. The black logo should appear
on white backgrounds when sized too small to use the color logo.

Lazlo’s logo, color
Usage of this logo versus secondary logos will vary by
application, message and place. In general, use this logo for
print and important communications, and against a white or
high-contrast background.

LOGO SPECIFICATIONS
The logo should always appear at least 1” wide on print materials. Always leave a significant amount of space around the logo. This will ensure the logo
doesn’t get “crowded” and leaves the visual impact for which it was intended. Always use the full logos exactly as they are; it should never be distorted
or altered in any way.
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usage
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colors

primary colors

c: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 100
R: 0 G: 0 B: 0
#oooooo

maroon

white

c: 31 M: 90 Y: 79 K:33
R: 132 G: 43 B: 45
#842b2d

c: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 0
R: 255 G: 255 B: 255
#ffffff

secondary colors
mustard
yellow
c: 18 M: 66 Y: 93 K: 5
R: 198 G: 108 B: 49
#c56c32

red

c: 12 M: 94 Y: 95 K: 3
R: 208 G: 40 B: 45
#d0282d

brand
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fonts

When to use

Primary

Bebas kai (headers)
Bebas Neue Pro (body)

The two primary fonts work together to be used for all headlines and body copy.
Headlines are generally all-caps (Bebas), while the body copy utilizes lower case
(Bebas Neue Pro). When Bebas Neue Pro is unavailable online, use Poppins (Lazlo’s
website body font) or Century Gothic (email newsletter body font).
Marmellata is used as an accent on various print materials and menus. When used
sparingly, it provides a nice variety and contrast from Bebas. You should only use
this font for headlines and subheads.

Web-safe vs. print-safe fonts
Web-safe: Bebas, Poppins, Century Gothic, Minion Pro
Print-safe: Bebas Neue Pro, Marmellata, Minion Pro

Secondary

Century Gothic (web-only)

Marmellata (Jam) (print only)
Santello Rough (print only)

Minion Pro (print-only, for menu)
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OUR

beer

Demand for our brews has skyrocketed since 1991, when Lazlo’s Brewery
& Grill became the state of Nebraska’s first brewpub. In 1997, we expanded
our pub through the birth of Empyrean Brewing Co®. Fast forward to today,
where we have 4,000 accounts in 9 states and online ordering capabilities.
We continue to dream big and pursue the brew® as we hand-craft our
beers in small, flavor–filled batches.

Without fear of favor, since 1990.

The ancients believed paradise existed at the highest point in
the universe within a fiery sphere they called “The Empyrean.”
Inspired by this sentiment, we set out to infuse every batch of our
handcrafted ales with our own unique notion of paradise—
take a journey with us, one sip at a time.
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photos

HISTORIC HAYMARKET
210 N 7th Street
Lincoln, NE 68508

PHONE

(402) 434-5636

SOUTH LINCOLN

5900 Old Cheney Road
Lincoln, NE 68516

PHONE

(402) 323-8500

Lazlo’s haymarket

Lazlo’s south

OMAHA

2425 S 192nd Ave
Omaha, NE 68130

PHONE

(402) 289-5840

Lazlo’s omaha

